
Punk and the Making of Self Assignment — Zine Page 14: Getting Weird 
 
Recall your reading on the dérive, and how it is a journey in creative interpretation of space, where rational 
decision-making is suspended and where tangents are welcome.  Might such a thing be possible with ideas, 
histories, or experiences beyond spatial ones? 

 
Recall also our discussions of how individuals and groups differentiate themselves by latching onto images, 
stories, beliefs, and methods that strike outsiders as off-kilter in different ways.  Beat writers experimented 
with cut-up forms and taboo content in the name of capturing experiences in language that had previously 
defied articulation.  Surfers and Hells Angels reclaimed totalitarian images to show that their own sense of 
freedom and fun would not be held back by culture’s assumptions of what was proper.  Pachuco, greaser, and 
Mafia communities were often economically poor, but they thrived on a fashion-driven aloofness that 
separated them from other disadvantaged communities.  In all of these cases (and in many others), there is 
something transgressive going on: challenging assumptions, breaking rules.   
 
This is part of how new ideas and identities are made, and it’s something for us to try.  Iggy Pop’s proto-
punk classic “I Wanna Be Your Dog” expresses a desire to bypass rational human thought: “Now I’m ready 
to close my eyes/mind.”  Weird stuff. 
 
Your assignment is to do a bit of free writing with no worries about form (whether fiction, essay, poetry, etc.) 
or about coherence.  Try to get at the strange transgressions and experimentation that inspired some of the 
subcultures and individuals we’ve discussed, but make this very much your own exercise.  Type and print out 
between 100 and 500 words.  Bring it to class.  Don’t put your name on it, but instead draw a unique design 
on the back of your page so that you can recognize and reclaim it face-down from a table when these 
assignments are handed back. 
 
Consider yourselves free in this assignment from judgment; it is instead an unearthing of the odd corners in 
(as the course’s name calls it) the Making of Self. 
 
Here are some prompts to help you with this.  Try one, or use your own.  

 
Try writing for two minutes every single thought that goes through your head, however momentary, 
however fragmentary, unimportant, or unusual. 
 
Try scripting a dream for someone else. 
 
Write a short sentence and start replacing nouns and verbs with other ones.  Embrace the nonsense 
that follows and continue writing it, justifying it. 
 
What’s the strangest momentary desire you’ve felt?  Imagine going through with it. 
 
What’s an idea, image, smell, taste, or word that you enjoy but that others find repulsive, banal, 
nonsensical, or confusing? 
 
Write a sentence that no human on Earth has ever spoken or thought of.  Use that as the opening of a 
free write. 
 
Talk to yourself for the entirety of a 20-minute car ride or walk.  Don’t stop.  What the most 
unexpected direction you find yourself going in?  
 

This assignment is anonymous.  We will all receive the same grade, and our grade will be the 
proportion (of 3 points) of the class who hand in the assignment.  This means if we all hand something 
in, we’ll all get a perfect score.  The idea behind this anonymity is to remove anxiety and self-
censorship from your written exploration.  


